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The idea is...

to use a computer to identify unusually frequent forms 
in corpora of multimodal narratives, then: 
(i) develop theory to account for the occurrence of 
these forms in terms of their functions; 
(ii) automatically generate databases of these forms / 
functions for further analysis. 



Motivation: two sets of reasons...

 The potential for a new perspective on narrative and 
multimodal phenomena

 The challenges and opportunities presented by the 
need for effective access to multimedia archives



The big question...

Do interesting narrative and multimodal 
phenomena manifest in regular ways in the 
surface forms of texts?

 CASE STUDY 1: Narrative in Film
 
 CASE STUDY 2: Multimodality in webpages



Narrative in Film

 Using written texts as surrogates for films 
 Corpora

 75 film scripts (1,900,000 words)
 73 audio description scripts (713,000 words)
 60 subtitle files (516,000 words)

 Method: a fully-automatic method to identify 
unusually frequent words, and word sequences that 
are characteristic of the corpora --> local grammars 

(Salway, Vassilou and Ahmad 2005; Vassilou 2006)



Frequently depicted events

 Some unusually frequent phrases in audio 
description and film scripts...

 “X looks at Y”
 “X goes to the Y”
 “X opens the door and leaves”
 “X nods her head”





Characters' emotions 

 Some patterns, especially in audio description 
scripts, give information about characters' 
emotional states

CHARACTER looking \b\w*(ed|ly)\b

CHARACTER (smiles|stares|looks|walks|frowns|grins) 
\b\w*ly\b



  

Emotions in Captain Correlli’s Mandolin 
(Salway and Graham 2003)

15-20 minutes: Pelagria’s betrothal to Madras
20-30 minutes: invasion of the island
68-74 minutes: Pelagria and Correlli’s growing relationship
92-95 minutes: German soldiers disarm Italians



What do people say in films?
(Lingabavan and Salway 2006)

Some unusually frequent phrases in subtitles...
 “I don't know”

 “I'm gonna X”; “I am going to X”
 “I wanna X”; “I want to X”
 “I gotta X”; “I am going to X”



CASE STUDY 1: Discussion

 An automated corpus analysis can highlight some 
kinds of information that must be conveyed for 
successful storytelling in film, along with associated 
word patterns

 Use information extraction techniques to populate databases 
of common film events

 Analyse the database to compare functions between genres

 Ongoing work
 A more in-depth analysis of each corpus
 Corpus Narratology Initiative – with David Herman
 Analysis of how audio description conveys information about 

characters' minds – with Alan Palmer



Image-Text Relations

 Motivating Questions
 How do images and text function together in multimodal 

documents?
 How are image-text relations 'realised' in the forms of 

multimodal documents?

 We proposed a system of image-text relations (Martinec 
and Salway 2005); drawing on Barthes and on Halliday

 Not a computer-based analysis, but we were considered 
the limits of computational analysis when specifying 
realisations of image-text relations



Status Relations

 The relation between an image and a text is equal if:
 both the image and the text are required for successful 

communication, in which case they are equal-
complementary; OR

 both the image and the text can be understood individually, in 
which case they are equal-independent.

 The relation is unequal if:
 either the image or the text can be understood individually; 
 that which cannot be understood individually is subordinate.









Logico-Semantic Relations 

 A text elaborates the meaning of an image, and 
vice versa, by further specifying or describing it

 A text extends the meaning of an image, and vice 
versa, by adding new information 

 A text enhances the meaning of an image, and vice 
versa, by qualifying it with reference to time, place 
and/or cause-effect









Computable Realisations of Relations?

Page Layout and Formatting Features: relative size and 
position of image and text; font; use of borders

==> many algorithms available to analyse page and webpage structure

Linguistic Features: references – 'this picture shows…’, ‘see 
Figure 1’; grammatical characteristics of the text – tense; 
quantification; full/partial sentences

==> these can be captured with quite shallow language processing

Image Features: modality of images – realistic/abstract, 
photographic/graphic; framing of images

==> ?????????????????????????????????????????????????



 









Automatic analysis of image modality

 It seems news images can be classified as 'specific 
person' or 'general person' by humans reliably, and 
by computers automatically on the basis of low-level 
image features

 Image brightness, sharpness and colour variation
 Face detection / size

 Ongoing work with Mark Hughes, Noel O'Connor 
and Gareth Jones (Centre for Digital Video 
Processing, Dublin City University)



CASE STUDY 2: Discussion

 Our system of image-text relations captures some of 
our intuitions about how images and texts combine 
in print and on webpages.  We have suggested 
‘realisations’ for the relations but these have yet to 
be tested experimentally.

 Ongoing work
 A bottom-up induction of image-text relations based on low-

level text, image and page layout features
 Applying relations to the moving image and dialogue in film: 

using audio description as a surrogate for the moving 
image, subtitles as a surrogate for the dialogue, and 
automatic video analysis to detect cinematic features



Closing Remarks

 To what extent do interesting narrative and multimodal 
phenomena manifest as patterns of media features that 
can be detected by a computer-based analysis?

 How can a computer-based analysis feed into the 
development of theories about narrative and 
multimodality?

 What new applications will be enabled by giving 
computers some 'understanding' of narrative and 
multimodality?


